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Abstract
An optimization model that is widely used in engineering problems is Reliability-Based Design Optimization
(RBDO). Input data of the RBDO is non-deterministic and constraints are probabilistic. The RBDO aims at
minimizing cost ensuring that reliability is at least an accepted level. Reliability analysis is an important step in
two-level RBDO approaches. Although many methods have been introduced to apply in reliability analysis loop of
the RBDO, there are still many drawbacks in their efficiencies and stabilities. This paper proposes a novel method
that converts the constrained reliability analysis problem to an unconstrained minimization problem in order to
improve efficiency of the solution. Number of numerical experiments is conducted and then performance of the
proposed method is compared with the existing reliability analysis methods.
Keywords: Polar space, Reliability analysis, Reliability-based design optimization

1.

Introduction

Uncertainty plays an important role in system design. Reliability-based design optimization (RBDO) is an optimization model that takes into account uncertainties [10].
There are two loops in an RBDO problem which are reliability analysis and design optimization. Existing RBDO
approaches with respect to manner of considering these loops are classified as mono-level, two-level and decoupled
approaches [1].
Two nested loops have been considered in the two-level RBDO approaches. Inner loop carries out reliability
analysis and outer-loop concerns about design optimization.
Reliability index approach (RIA) and performance measure approach (PMA) are two-loop RBDO approaches.
Main difference between RIA and PMA is in their inner loops [1, 9].
Inner loop of the RIA includes a first-order reliability analysis problem. Hasofer and Lind - Rackwitz and
Fiessler (HL-RF) method is a commonly accepted method to solve this problem [8, 11, 12, 15, 16].
Reliability analysis problem of the PMA is a first-order inverse reliability analysis problem. Inner loop of the
PMA is intended to solve this problem [6, 18].
Although it has been reported that the existing reliability analysis methods are stable and efficient to apply
in inner loop of PMA [9, 20], a new method will be introduced in this paper to improve efficiency of the existing
methods.
Moreover, general optimization algorithms, such as sequential linear programming (SLP) and sequential quadratic
programming (SQP), can be used to solve reliability analysis problems of RIA and PMA [2, 3].
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This paper has been designed as following. Next section introduces a general model of the reliability-based
design optimization (RBDO). Then, various categories of RBDO approaches will be illustrated. After that, existing
reliability analysis methods will be explained. In the following section, a new reliability analysis method will be
introduced and then some numerical experiments will be solved. Lastly, a conclusion will be resulted based on the
solved numerical experiments.

2.

A general model of Reliability-Based Design Optimization (RBDO)

Reliability-based design optimization (RBDO) aims at searching for the best compromise between cost reduction
and safety assurance based on the evaluation of probabilistic constraints. In other words, the RBDO not only
provides a cost-effective manufacturing process, but also their requested confidence level [10].
Main features of the RBDO are non-deterministic input data and probabilistic constraints. These features make
RBDO a complicated optimization model. It can be said that RBDO ensures a minimum total cost (a summation
of initial cost (design and construction costs), failure cost and maintenance cost) without affecting target reliability
level [10, 21].
In the RBDO process, random variables characterize physical quantities under uncertainties. In general, the
statistical description of failure probability of a system in terms of random variables (X) is determined as following
[18]:
Z Z
Z
P [G(X) < g] = FG (g) =
...
fX (x)dX
(1)
G(X)<g

where P, F and f are probability function, cumulative distribution function (CDF) and joint probability density
function (JPDF), respectively. Also, g is probabilistic performance measure and the random variable is bounded
by its lower and upper bounds, X L and X U , respectively.
Basic RBDO formulation consists of minimizing the cost function under probabilistic constraints. The random
variable may be either independent deterministic variable (like X) or probability distribution parameter (like µX
that is the expected value of X).
However, an RBDO model is generally written as below [1, 9, 10]:
M in Cost(X)
s.t. Pfj ≤ P fj

(2)
j = 1, 2, ..., npf

XL ≤ X ≤ XU
where the cost function can be any function of the random variable, Pfj is the failure probability of j−th performance
function and P fj is a predetermined acceptable failure probability limit of j − th performance function.
P f is often set on the basis of engineering knowledge and experience with respect to previous designs. Also,
upper and lower bounds of the random variables are typically known as deterministic constraints [10].
The probabilistic constraint defines feasible region by restricting the probability of violating limit state (P [(G(X)) <
0]) to an admissible failure probability (P f = Φ(−βt ) where Φ is standard normal CDF and βt is target reliability
index) [18].

3.

Main approaches of RBDO

There are three groups of approaches that perform these levels using various methods. Different RBDO approaches
will be illustrated in the following subsections shortly.

3.1.

Mono-Level approaches

The first method to consider a reliability analysis problem in an RBDO problem is to avoid the reliability analysis
loop. This manner is used in mono-level RBDO approaches. In fact, there is just one loop in this category of RBDO
approaches [1].
In this case, the probabilistic constraints are replaced by optimality conditions. This replacement should be
done such that the RBDO problem can be reformulated in a mono-level optimization problem.
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Karush-Kahn-Tucker (KKT) optimality condition is the first approach of this category. The KKT optimality
conditions are applied in the RBDO problem and computational cost is saved. However, reduction of total cost is
not significant [1, 14].
Single-loop single-vector (SLSV) is another mono-level RBDO approach. This approach approximates the performance function of RBDO problem. In this approach, optimum point is calculated using target reliability index
and limit-state derivatives [4].
Approximate moment approach (AMA) is a probabilistic mono-level RBDO approach. This approach is based
on robust design optimization [6]. Although there is no need to reliability analysis problems in the AMA, a large
amount of computational effort is still required in this approach. This happens because second-order sensitivity
analysis is required [21].

3.2.

Two-Level approaches

Two nested loops are involved in two-level RBDO approaches in order to solve reliability analysis and design
optimization problems. Reliability index approach (RIA) and performance measure approach (PMA) are two-level
RBDO approaches.
RIA includes a first-order reliability analysis problem in its inner loop (reliability analysis loop) that must be
solved in the standard normalized random space (U -space) [15]. This problem searches for the nearest point on the
limit-state function to the origin of the U -space [8].
In the other two-level RBDO approach (PMA) a first-order inverse reliability analysis problem is considered.
PMA was introduced based on this fact that minimizing a complicated cost function subject to a simple constraint
is easier than minimizing a simple cost function subject to a complicated constraint [1, 18].
The performance function of a reliability analysis problem in PMA is converted to a performance measure. In
fact, the performance function should be minimized on the target reliability surface in the PMA.
Furthermore, sampling-based method, such as monte carlo simulation (MCS), are used to solve reliability analysis
problems of two-level RBDO approaches. In this case, size of MCS, realization of random variables and accepted
failure probability are used to approximate the probabilistic constraint [19, 22].

3.3.

Decoupled approaches

In the third category of RBDO approaches, reliability analysis and design optimization problems are decoupled. In
these approaches, an RBDO problem is transformed to a sequence of deterministic design optimization problems
[1]. Thus, the design optimization loop does not carry the reliability analysis problem.
Sequential optimization and reliability assessment (SORA) is one of the commonly accepted decoupled RBDO
approaches. Design point is improved from cycle to cycle in this method [7].
The SORA method modifies efficiency of the probabilistic optimization by a serial-loop strategy with a cycle of
reliability analysis and deterministic design optimization.
Sequential approximate programming (SAP) is another decoupled RBDO approach. The RBDO problem is
reformulated as a sub-programming problem in this approach. The first-order Taylor series at the current design
point is used instead of the probabilistic constraint [5].

4.

Reliability analysis problems

Safety is an important property of all engineering systems. Due to this importance, many efforts have been done
to improve systems’ safety.
Reliability analysis problems intend to guarantee a level of assurance for a system. However, it is impossible
to reach an absolute safety for an engineered system, because there are many sources of uncertainties for such a
system [3].
In this paper, we talk about reliability analysis problems of performance measure approach (PMA). In this
regard, the main task of a reliability analysis problem is to evaluate probabilistic constraint of an RBDO problem
when the PMA is applied.
In general, reliability analysis problems are often solved in the standard normal random space (U -space). Thus,
it’s required to transform a reliability analysis problem from the original random space (X-space) to the U -space.
First-order reliability method (FORM) is a widely accepted tool to transform a problem from the X-space to
the U -space; i.e. T : X → U [18].
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This transformation is constructed regarding probability distribution function of random variables. For example,
if the random variables were normally distributed, then T is defined as following:
u=

x−µ
σ

(3)

where x and u are original and standard normalized random variables, respectively. Also, µ and σ are statistical
parameters (mean value and standard deviation of x, respectively).
Stability of a reliability analysis method has a considerable role in two-level optimization problems (such as
RBDO problems). Because if it diverges in the inner loop of an RBDO problem, the total process is stopped and
cannot find answer of main problem.
Furthermore, since the reliability analysis problem is often not a convex problem, it’s not possible to find the
global optimum solution.
Two different reliability analysis problems are used in inner loop of two-level RBDO approaches.
A first-order reliability analysis problem, which is applied in the RIA, tries to find optimum point on the
standard normalized failure surface (GU (U ) = 0). This point should have the minimum distance from the origin of
the U -space. This distance is considered as safety reliability index.
The first-order reliability analysis problem is as below [1]:
M in kuk
s.t. GU (u) = 0

(4)

where variable u is the transformed random variable in the U -space. The optimum point of this problem is called
most probable failure point (MPFP).
Any general optimization algorithm can be used to solve this problem. Also, Hasofer and Lind - Rackwitz and
Fiessler (HL-RF) method is accepted to apply in the inner loop of RIA [18].
The HL-RF method was proposed firstly for second-moment reliability analysis problems and then improved to
include distributed information [11, 16].
The HL-RF method can also be applied to solve optimization problems of structural reliability [13].

Figure 1: First-order inverse reliability analysis problem applied in the PMA; optimum point of this problem is called minimum performance target point (MPTP)
that has the minimum amount of standard normalized performance function on the
target reliability surface.

Moreover, inner loop of the performance measure approach (PMA) includes a first-order inverse reliability
analysis problem.
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This problem minimizes GU (U ) (standard normalized performance function) on the target reliability surface
(i.e. kU k = βt ). Figure 1 displays reliability analysis problem of the PMA.
Obtained answer of this problem is used to find probabilistic performance measure (g ∗ ) such that the probabilistic
constraint of the PMA is constructed.
The probabilistic constraint of an RBDO problem, when the PMA is applied, is supposed as g ∗ ≥ 0 [18].
Reliability analysis problem of the PMA is defined as below [1, 9]:
M in GU (u)

(5)

s.t. kuk = βt

where variable u is the standard normalized random variable and βt is target reliability index.
We will introduce a method in the next section that can be applied to solve reliability analysis problem of the
PMA. Performance of this method will be compared with the existing methods.
The existing reliability analysis methods are explained in the following subsections.

4.1.

Hybrid mean value method

The steepest descent direction is firstly applied to solve reliability analysis problem of the PMA. In this regard,
hybrid mean value (HMV) method was introduced to solve this problem [20].
The HMV method uses a function type criterion to determine type of performance function. This criterion uses
three consecutive directions as below:
ζ (k+1) = (n(k+1) − n(k) ).(n(k) − n(k−1) )
th

where ζ (k+1) describes type of the performance function at the (k + 1 ) iteration. Also, n(k) is the steepest
(k)
descent direction of the performance function at the k th design point (uHM V ).
The HMV method can be summarized as following [20]:
1. Set the iteration counter k = 0. Select the convergence parameter ε. Compute:
(0)

n(uHM V ) = −

(0)

∇U G(uHM V )
(0)

k∇U G(uHM V )k

(0)

where uHM V = 0.
2. If k < 3 or ζ (k+1) is positive, then:
(k+1)

(k)

uHM V = βt .n(uHM V )
If k ≥ 3 and ζ (k+1) is zero or negative, then:
(k+1)

uHM V = βt .
(k)

Note that: n(uHM V ) = −

(k)

(k−1)

(k−2)

(k)

(k−1)

(k−2)

n(uHM V )+n(uHM V )+n(uHM V )
kn(uHM V )+n(uHM V )+n(uHM V )k

(k)

∇U G(uHM V )

(k)
k∇U G(uHM V

)k

(k+1)

3. Calculate GU (uHM V ). Check the convergence criterion (|G(u(i) ) − G(u(i−1) )| < ε).
If it’s held, then stop; otherwise, go to the next step.
4. Check ζ (k+1) and set k = k + 1. Then return to the second step.
It is found that the HMV method is stable and efficient to evaluate performance functions [1, 20].
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Conjugate gradient analysis method

The conjugate gradient direction has been applied to introduce another reliability analysis method. In this regard,
conjugate gradient analysis (CGA) method is introduced as a reliability analysis method [9].
In this method, the steepest descent direction, applied in the HMV method, was replaced by the conjugate
gradient direction in order to improve stability and efficiency of the reliability analysis procedure.
The conjugate gradient analysis method can be summarized as below [9]:
1. Set the iteration counter i = 0.
Select the convergence parameters ε1 , ε2 and ε3 .
Suppose:
d0 = 0, u(0) = 0n∗1 , w(0) = 0n∗1
where n is the number of random variables in the problem.
2. Calculate GU (u(0) ).
3. Calculate w(i+1) = −∇GU (u(i) ) + di · w(i)
4. Calculate u(i+1) = βt

w(i+1)
kw(i+1) k

5. Calculate GU (u(i+1) ).
6. Calculate di+1 =

k∇GU (u(i+1) )k2
.
k∇GU (u(i) )k2

7. Check the following stopping criteria:
ku(i) − u(i−1) k < ε1 , k∇GU (u(i−1) )k < ε2 and |GU (u(i) ) − GU (u(i−1) )| < ε3

8. If at least one stopping criterion is held, then stop. Otherwise, set i = i + 1 and go to step 3.
It has been reported in the literature that the CGA method is more stable and efficient than the HMV method
to solve reliability analysis problems [9].

5.

Unconstrained polar reliability analysis method

Reliability analysis problem of the PMA is often transformed from the original random space (X-space) to the
standard normal random space (U -space).
It means that the original performance function (GX (X)) in the inner loop of an RBDO problem must be
standard normalized. In other words, it should be transformed to GU (U ).
RIA and PMA include different reliability analysis problems. It has been reported that PMA results better
stability and efficiency than RIA [1, 9, 18]. Therefore, we will compare our new method with the HMV and CGA
methods.
In this paper, we will transform the standard normalized performance function from the U -space to the polar
co-ordinate system.
It has to be noted that direct transformation from the original random space to the polar co-ordinate system
is difficult and sometimes impossible. In this case, if the statistical parameters were different, specially when the
standard deviations of the random variables are not the same, a square root function will be involved in the problem
that makes the problem complicated.
When this transformation is done in the U -space, the equality constraint (i.e. kU k = βt ) can be simply converted
to ρ = βt where ρ is the radius of a circle or sphere in the two or three dimensional spaces, respectively. ρ, which
is a fixed number, is used in the convertors from the U -space to the polar co-ordinate system.
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The basic idea of this conversion is to reduce the number of variables in the reliability analysis problem. The
equality constraint of the reliability analysis problem shows a circular / spherical constraint with a fixed radius in
the two / three dimensional spaces, respectively. Thus, it can be concluded that the number of variables is reduced
from n to n − 1.
Moreover, it must be considered that the reliability analysis problem, which is a constrained minimization
problem in the U -space, will be changed to an unconstrained minimization problem by converting to the polar
co-ordinate system.
It happens because there is only one constraint in the original reliability analysis problem. This constraint can
be generally seen as a fixed number as radius in the new space.
Thus, it’s predictable that evaluating functions in the polar co-ordinate system has less difficulties than evaluating
them in the standard normal random space.
In this new method, the performance function in the U -space should be re-written in the polar co-ordinate
system. For this purpose, the random variables must be converted to a product of trigonometric functions.
Since the constrained reliability analysis problem is converted to an unconstrained reliability analysis problem
in the polar co-ordinate system, this new method will be called ”Unconstrained Polar Reliability Analysis (UPRA)
Method”.
Required relationships to convert functions from the U -space to the polar co-ordinate system are as below:
Two dimensional space:
U1 = r.cos(θ)
U2 = r.sin(θ)
where r is a constant (radius of the circle) and θ is the polar angle so that:
U12 + U22 = r2
Three dimensional space:
U1 = ρ.sin(φ).cos(θ)
U2 = ρ.sin(φ).sin(θ)
U3 = ρ.cos(φ)
where ρ is a constant (radius of the sphere), θ is the polar angle and φ is the azimuthal angle so that:
U12 + U22 + U32 = ρ2
These transformers can be expanded for n-dimensional problems. Therefore, we have:
n dimensional space:
U1 = ρ.sin(θ1 ).sin(θ2 ).sin(θ3 )...sin(θn−2 ).cos(θn−1 )
U2 = ρ.sin(θ1 ).sin(θ2 ).sin(θ3 )...sin(θn−2 ).sin(θn−1 )
U3 = ρ.sin(θ1 ).sin(θ2 ).sin(θ3 )...cos(θn−2 )
U4 = ρ.sin(θ1 ).sin(θ2 )...cos(θn−3 )
and so on, until:
Un−1 = ρ.sin(θ1 ).cos(θ2 )
Un = ρ.cos(θ1 )
where ρ is a constant. Also, we have:
U12 + U22 + ... + Un2 = ρ2
When the reliability analysis problem is changed to an unconstrained optimization problem, it can be solved
using any general unconstrained optimization algorithm.
In this paper, the obtained function in the polar co-ordinate system will be minimized using the steepest descent
method.
If a reliability analysis problem has n random variables (after transforming problem to the polar space), only k
first components of the gradient vector are non-zero in iteration k.
It happens because of the nature of transformations from the U -space to the polar space that involves trigonometric functions. Thus, in iteration k, just k first components of design point are changed.
Therefore, it can be concluded that in a n-dimensional problem, which is changed to a (n − 1)-dimensional
problem in the polar space, the first iteration in which all components of the gradient vector are non-zero and so
th
all components of design point are updated is (n − 1 ) iteration.
Moreover, to integrate the UPRA method with an RBDO problem it must be mentioned that an RBDO problem,
as a two-level problem, deals with reliability analysis and design optimization.
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In general, we start by an initial design point. To update this point, it’s required to solve a reliability analysis
problem.
After solving this problem, obtained information must be used to calculate a new design point (by updating
current design point in the design optimization level).
In the following section, number of numerical experiments will be solved in order to make a comparison between
performances of the HMV and CGA methods (as the existing reliability analysis methods) and the UPRA method
introduced in this paper.

6.

Numerical experiments

In this section, some numerical problems are presented and solved. Different reliability analysis methods (existing
HMV and CGA methods and new UPRA method) have been applied to solve these experiments.
There are three subsections here.
The first subsection includes five two- and three dimensional problems. Initial design points are fixed in this
subsection.
The same problems will be solved in the second subsection, but in this subsection their initial design points are
randomly generated by MATLAB software. 50 initial design points are generated and used for each problem.
In the third subsection, a particular function will be introduced and minimized using the mentioned methods.
Dimension of this function will be changed from 2 to 10.
Number of required iterations for convergence, obtained values of performance functions and elapsed CPU times
will be used to compare performances of different methods.
Furthermore, it must be noted that in the following problems, the accepted tolerances of the stopping criteria
in all cases are considered equal 10 −5 . Also, all CPU times are shown in seconds in this paper.
All algorithms have been implemented in MATLAB. The associated codes are made available upon request.

6.1.

Fixed initial design point

Problem 1
Consider the following performance function.
G(X) =

(x1 + x2 − 5)2
(x1 − x2 − 12)2
+
−1
30
120

where X1 ∼ N (1, 0.6) and X2 ∼ N (2.3, 0.8). Also, the target reliability index (βt ) equals 2.
The given performance function in this experiment is minimized using three methods. Table 1 displays numerical
details obtained by these methods.

Table 1: Minimizing G(X) using different reliability analysis methods to find MPTP

Iterations
X1
X2
G(X)
Elapsed Time

HMV
14
2.1091
1.6891
0.1656
0.026

CGA
9
2.1094
1.6902
0.1656
0.016

UPRA
3
2.0770
1.5944
0.1643
0.021

It can be seen in the Table 1 that all methods are convergent in this problem.
Various methods obtain various optimum points. However, required iterations of the new UPRA method is less
than the other methods.
Further, the UPRA method obtains a value of performance function better than the existing HMV and CGA
methods.
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Problem 2
A performance function is given as below:
G(X) = 3e−X1 +X2 + 2X12 − 4X2
where X1 and X2 are normally distributed. Their statistical parameters are (4, 0.6) and (2, 0.4), respectively.
Also, target reliability index equals 3.
All methods are applied to minimize the performance function given in this problem.
Detailed results obtained using these methods are displayed in Table 2.
Table 2: Minimizing G(X) using different reliability analysis methods to find MPTP

Iterations
X1
X2
G(X)
Elapsed Time

HMV
14
2.2275
2.2090
4.0326
0.022

CGA
4
2.2275
2.2090
4.0326
0.013

UPRA
3
2.2150
2.1546
4.0182
0.018

In this problem, again all methods are convergent. Both existing methods find the same optimum points, but
the new UPRA method reaches another point.
It can be resulted from the table that the performance function value obtained by the UPRA method is better
(less) than value found by the existing HMV and CGA methods.

Problem 3
Consider the following performance function.
G(X) = 0.3X12 X2 − X2 + 0.8X1 + 1
where X1 ∼ N (0, 0.55) and X2 ∼ N (6, 0.55). Also, the target reliability index is supposed 2.
Table 3 shows details of numerical results obtained using different methods.
Table 3: Minimizing G(X) using different reliability analysis methods to find MPTP - The HMV method diverges in this
problem

Iterations
X1
X2
G(X)
Elapsed Time

HMV
10000
—
—
Diverged
5.237

CGA
9
-0.1549
7.0890
-6.1619
0.022

UPRA
4
-0.1549
7.0890
-6.1619
0.029

When the HMV method is applied to solve this problem, an oscillating behavior starts from 31 st iteration.
Thus, this method cannot find the optimum point and diverges. In this case, this algorithm is stopped after 10,000
iterations.
But the other methods are stable and find the same optimum point. Also, their obtained performance function
values are the same.
Although the elapsed time of the UPRA method is a little more than the CGA method, the number of required
iterations of the UPRA method is less than the CGA method.

Problem 4
A performance function is given as below:
G(X) = 2X13 + 3X2 eX3
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where initial design point is [1,4,-2] and the standard deviations are [0.3,0.4,0.8]. Also, the target reliability
index is supposed 3.
Table 4 displays results obtained using all methods.
Table 4: Minimizing G(X) using different reliability analysis methods to find MPTP

Iterations
X1
X2
X3
G(X)
Elapsed Time

HMV
126
0.2889
3.8134
-3.4232
0.4213
0.049

CGA
10
0.2884
3.8147
-3.4217
0.4217
0.017

UPRA
4
0.3632
3.8919
-3.6821
0.3897
0.027

In this problem, all methods are stable, but they find different MPTPs. The UPRA method has the minimum
number of required iterations for convergence.
It can be seen in the table that although the CGA method has the shortest elapsed time, its performance
function value is the worst amount among all methods.
Again in this experiment, the best value of performance function is calculated by the new UPRA method.

Problem 5
Consider the following performance function.
G(X) =

e−X1 + 3X23 − 4X32
2X2 X32 + 5X1 X2 X3

where X1 ∼ N (3, 0.5), X2 ∼ N (−2.3, 0.3) and X3 ∼ N (1, 0.8). Also, the target reliability index is supposed 3.
The performance function given in this problem is minimized using all methods. Table 5 is used to show details
of obtained answers.
Table 5: Minimizing G(X) using different reliability analysis methods to find MPTP - The HMV method diverges in this
problem

Iterations
X1
X2
X3
G(X)
Elapsed Time

HMV
10000
—
—
—
Diverged
5.419

CGA
36
3.3630
-1.4423
0.5622
0.7033
0.021

UPRA
109
4.1243
-1.8853
2.1408
0.3822
0.118

As can be seen in this table, the HMV method diverges in this problem and cannot find the optimum point
(MPTP) even after 10,000 iterations. Thus, this algorithm is stopped after 10,000 iterations.
But the other methods are stable and find different optimum points.
It can be found from the table that although the number of iterations and also the elapsed time of the CGA
method are less than the UPRA method, there is a significant difference between performance function values
obtained b the CGA and UPRA methods.
Value of performance function obtained by the UPRA method is much more better than the value found by the
CGA method.
All above problems will be solved in the next subsection again using 50 different initial design points that are
randomly generated by MATLAB.
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6.2.

Randomly generated initial design points

The problems solved in the previous subsection are solved in this subsection again using 50 different initial design
points.
The design points are randomly generated by the MATLAB software. Answers obtained using the HMV, CGA
and UPRA methods are shown it Table 6.
Each table has three columns. The first column shows the number of cases in which the relevant method is
convergent.
Also, the second and third columns represent averages of required iterations and obtained values of performance
functions.
Table 6: Reliability analysis problem by randomly generated initial design points - The best performance function values
are shown in bold.

Problem
1
2
3
4
5

Convergence
HMV CGA UPRA
50
50
50
0
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
0
50
50

HMV
10
10000
9
8
10000

Iterations
CGA UPRA
9
2
16.4
2.9
51
3.1
55
6.7
12.7
7.6

Function Value
HMV
CGA
UPRA
1.2745
0.9253
0.6902
—
11.3112
4.6657
-2.0784
-0.8461
-2.3836
-45.3117 -53.2223 -55.6486
—
0.4294
0.3853

Based on the data displayed in the tables, we can conclude that the CGA and UPRA methods are stable in all
problems, while the HMV method is sometimes divergent.
Furthermore, it can be resulted by comparing the averages of required iterations that the UPRA method requires
the minimum number of iterations, generally.
Moreover, the averages of performance function values obtained using the UPRA method is much more better
(less) than the performance function values obtained by other methods.
Thus, it can be concluded that the UPRA method is more stable and efficient than the existing HMV and CGA
methods to minimize these performance functions.

6.3.

High dimensional problem

The following performance function is given. Suppose that the number of variables (n) can change between 2 and
10.
Pn
G(X) =

−xii
i=1 e
i
Qn
i+1
i=1 xi

where σ = 0.3 and βt = 3. Also, the initial design point is X (0) = (2, 2, ..., 2).
Table 7: Minimizing performance function (G(X)) using the HMV, CGA and UPRA Methods - The best performance
function values are shown in bold.

Problem
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

HMV
0.1700
0.1310
0.0815
0.0487
0.0278
0.0155
0.0085
0.0046
0.0024

G(X)
CGA
0.0212
0.0124
0.0068
0.0036
0.0019
0.0012
0.0005
0.0003
0.0001

UPRA
0.0212
0.0120
0.0066
0.0035
0.0018
0.0010
0.0005
0.0003
0.0001

HMV
0.022
0.022
0.024
0.026
0.037
0.027
0.030
0.032
0.034

Time
CGA UPRA
0.018
0.049
0.019
0.053
0.020
0.059
0.020
0.085
0.022
0.112
0.025
0.148
0.026
0.159
0.029
0.167
0.032
0.174
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This performance function is minimized using all methods for different number of variables. Table 7 shows
obtained numerical results using the HMV, CGA and UPRA methods, respectively, for different conditions.
It can be found from the table that all methods are stable in all cases.
Although the number of required iterations are not displayed in the table (because of the space limitations), the
new UPRA method needs the least number of iterations for convergence.
Further, the performance function values obtained using the new UPRA method are better than the values
resulted from the other methods.
On the other hand, the elapsed time of the UPRA method is longer than the other methods. This has happened
because of the transformations involved in the MATLAB code. In all cases, so many transformations are required
in this experiment in order to calculate gradient vector and performance function value in the UPRA method.

7.

Conclusion

A new reliability analysis method is introduced in this paper. This method is applied in inner loop of the performance
measure approach (PMA). Stability and efficiency of this method is compared with the existing HMV and CGA
methods.
Based on the solved numerical experiments, it can be concluded that the new UPRA method is always stable
and convergent, while the HMV method is divergent in some cases.
In all cases, the UPRA method finds the best amounts of performance function. Thus, it can be concluded that
the UPRA method is the most efficient reliability analysis method.
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